Narula Institute of Technology organized a one day workshop “Corporate Pulse” on 5th
November 2014, where they invited eminent personalities from various industries of top notch
companies. The aim of this workshop was to synchronize academic curricula with industry
requirement. The notable personalities are1. Mr. Ravi Shankar Alla, Assistant Vice President-IT, HDFC Bank Ltd
2. Mr. Girish Rao, Head- IT, Marico
3. Dr. Tapan Kanti Sarkar, Executive Vice President & CTO, NCC Bank, Bangladesh
4. Mr. Pankaj Gupta, Associate Vice President, Times Internet Ltd
5. Dr. Prabir Aditya, Vice President, Interra Information Technologies (InterraIT)

Dr. Prabir Aditya specified the trends in current technology in IT industry. He talked about
SMAC (Social, Mobility, Analytics, Cloud), a new enterprise of IT model. SMAC is
conceptualized in one integrated stack, increases clients business productivity by 25%. This new
IT model is characterized by an organization as more connective, collaborative, real-time and
productive.
Mr. Girish Rao mentioned that demand for young talents in IT industry is growing by leaps and
bounds as Indian software industry’s exports has grown by about 13% in fiscal year 2014 to $87
billion (around Rs.5.4 trillion today).

Dr. Tapan Sarkar was excited to observe the enthusiasm and energy of students and faculty
members of the institute. He highlighted the current IT scenario of Bangladesh and how the
banking sector is improving through secure transaction in core banking system.
Mr. Pankaj Gupta mentioned the importance of information mobility and its portability.
Dr. Prabir Aditya advised the student to build their concept, logic in computer science rather
than being proficient in a particular language as the language platform is changing every day as
per industry requirements. Moreover all the eminent speakers gave one valuable advice that
student should be more logical and rational to become successful in corporate life.

Dr. Alekhya Talapatra, Consultant, ABP Group moderated the session. There was an
overwhelming turnout in the seminar hall and everyone actively participated in the program.

